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Determine if you should use ‘A’ or ‘An’ in the following sentences. 

Remember: 
• ‘A’ is used when the next word starts with a consonant sound.

We’re going to a store after school. 
• ’An’ is used the next word starts with a vowel sound.

I brought our teacher an apple. 

1) There is _____ new student in our math class.

2) I hope you brought _____ umbrella.

3) Last summer my family picked apples at _____ orchard.

4) The contest winner received _____ lifetime supply of chocolate.

5) While camping we saw _____ odd bird flying overhead.

6) I won _____ big white teddy bear from the carnival.

7) Did you get _____ new haircut?

8) We’re going to have _____ early dinner tomorrow night.

9) After the game the coach took the players to _____ ice cream stand.

10) The documentary about LBJ was _____ extremely well made movie.

11) I saw _____ ballet dancer spin in the air six times.

12) Make sure you grab _____ orange shirt instead of a blue one.

13) My brother brought home _____ new dog yesterday.

14) Today started off like _____ ordinary day but then we had a fire drill.

15) My aunt bought _____ used car last night.



Name: Answer Key 
Answers  

Using A and An 

1. a

2. an

3. an

4. a

5. an

6. a

7. a

8. an

9. an

10. an

11. a

12. an

13. a

14. an

15. a

Determine if you should use ‘A’ or ‘An’ in the following sentences. 

Remember: 
• ‘A’ is used when the next word starts with a consonant sound.

We’re going to a store after school. 
• ’An’ is used the next word starts with a vowel sound.

I brought our teacher an apple. 

1) There is _____ new student in our math class.

2) I hope you brought _____ umbrella.

3) Last summer my family picked apples at _____ orchard.

4) The contest winner received _____ lifetime supply of chocolate.

5) While camping we saw _____ odd bird flying overhead.

6) I won _____ big white teddy bear from the carnival.

7) Did you get _____ new haircut?

8) We’re going to have _____ early dinner tomorrow night.

9) After the game the coach took the players to _____ ice cream stand.

10) The documentary about LBJ was _____ extremely well made movie.

11) I saw _____ ballet dancer spin in the air six times.

12) Make sure you grab _____ orange shirt instead of a blue one.

13) My brother brought home _____ new dog yesterday.

14) Today started off like _____ ordinary day but then we had a fire drill.

15) My aunt bought _____ used car last night.


